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crafted over the course of each chapter and manages to successfully carry a 
tremendous number of interconnected arguments to a logical and entirely 
sufficient conclusion by the end. While Felluga draws quite heavily from the 
theoretical schools of Marxism and psychoanalysis over the course of the book, 
he wields these tools reasonably and intelligently, allowing them to illuminate 
his arguments rather than make his arguments for him. Felluga is also careful to 
ground his points firmly in history, supporting each and every point he makes 
with a plethora of textual and historical examples. The Perversity of Poetry is 
an important book that marks a major contribution to criticism of Romantic 
and Victorian poetry. It deserves be read (and reread, perhaps a couple of times 
over) not only by critics of Byron and Scott but by any reader interested in the 
history of English poetry. •

James R. Fleming 
University of Florida

Clíona Ó Gallchoir, Maria Edgeworth: Women, Enlightenment and Nation 
(Dublin: University College Dublin Press, 2005), xi + 221pp. ISBN 1-904-
55846-1; £39.95 (hb).

In Thomas Flanagan’s novel, The Year of the French (London, 1980), a young 
Maria Edgeworth passes close to the scene of a recent massacre of Irish rebels. 
Unable to see the slaughtered bodies of the rebels pointed out to her, she nev-
ertheless reprimands a young Scottish soldier for not knowing the name of a 
local hill: ‘Things have names, Mr Sinclair, even in this county’ (p. 498).

Flanagan’s fictional Edgeworth seems to prefigure the Maria Edgeworth 
who has appeared in some recent accounts of Irish literature. She can seem to 
be a writer alert to the names of things, capable of giving a superficial account 
of Ireland, yet fatally short-sighted when it comes to witnessing the larger 
historical trauma behind the details. Clíona Ó Gallchoir’s fine new study of 
Edgeworth takes issue with recent critics such as Seamus Deane and Kevin 
Whelan, both of whose assertions that Edgeworth provides illusory accounts 
of Ireland lead Ó Gallchoir to note that for these critics ‘it is a short step from 
illusion to delusion’ (p. 16). 

Rather than linking Edgeworth to some constructed national narrative, 
Ó Gallchoir is more interested in situating her writing in a complex series 
of negotiations involving women, domesticity, and the public sphere in the 
Romantic period. As such, this is self-consciously a work of feminist criticism, 
and this starting point actually allows for a much more liberating reading of 
Edgeworth, in which the false dichotomy of the ‘Irish’ Edgeworth (Castle 
Rackrent, The Absentee) and the ‘English’ (Belinda, Patronage) is erased and 
replaced with a more straightforward chronological reading. Even Edgeworth’s 
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final novel, Helen, so long the Cinderella of her oeuvre, receives a sustained 
and intelligent analysis.

What Ó Gallchoir says of Helen could be used as a summation of her central 
thesis about Edgeworth’s whole canon: ‘[The novel’s] tendency is on the one 
hand to naturalise established relations of gender and power, but, paradoxically, 
also to reveal their constructed quality’ (p. 163). Her first chapter takes issue 
with the term ‘domesticity’, and its imagined opposition to an increasingly 
masculinised public sphere. Starting with the proposition that the 1790s saw 
an exponential increase in the number of people entering the modern public 
sphere in Ireland, Ó Gallchoir argues that Edgeworth was keen on insisting 
that women had a role to play in that sphere as well. She rightly complicates the 
notion that there is any simple dichotomy between the public and private, and 
this allows a reading that opens up the domestic plots of Edgeworth’s fiction.

Ó Gallchoir gives due attention to the place of France in Edgeworth’s writing 
as both a source of Enlightened salon culture and revolutionary sentiment. The 
former appears as more of an influence, and Ó Gallchoir rightly spends some 
time connecting Edgeworth to Madame de Staël. The latter’s comments on 
female writing and its role in relation to public institutions was foundational to 
Edgeworth’s (and Lady Morgan’s) self-positioning in a post-revolutionary his-
torical moment. Indeed, it is De Staël who facilitates the thematic continuity Ó 
Gallchoir finds between the domestic plots of Edgeworth’s ‘Irish’ and ‘English’ 
fiction. De Staël’s writing (Ó Gallchoir focuses mostly on De la littérature and 
Corinne) modified classical Republicanism’s insistence on measuring patriot-
ism through public actions, and allowed instead recognition of the role that 
the domestic setting had in patriotic sentiment (often to the detriment of the 
‘woman of genius’ that is portrayed in her fiction). While De Staël has obvious 
stylistic and thematic connections with Lady Morgan, it is refreshing to see 
her taken seriously in a study of Edgeworth. Rather than fall into the trap of 
allying Edgeworth solely with Burke or the Scottish Enlightenment (both get 
mentioned of course), Ó Gallchoir covers a lot of useful ground in bringing 
De Staël into the picture. 

 There are, of course, problems of space in any survey which tries to deal 
with so much material. Ironically, Ó Gallchoir’s enthusiasm for some of the 
less well known fiction means that readings of Belinda and Castle Rackrent 
can feel somewhat cursory. Given the amount of critical comment these texts 
have already generated, however, this is not as major a problem as it might 
seem. By writing on texts such as Helen, Patronage, Emilie de Coulanges, and 
Madame de Fleury (both of which appeared with Ennui and The Absentee in 
Tales of Fashionable Life), Ó Gallchoir provides a fuller view of Edgeworth’s 
oeuvre. The suggestions provided in this study are sure to provoke further study 
of Edgeworth’s fiction, and the book as a whole suggests that proper accounts 
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of the role of gender in Irish literature in this period are finally beginning to 
appear. •

Jim Kelly 
University College, Dublin    •
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